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ACCLAIM

This chair is the ultimate in comfort, as it combines total
seating comfort with superior ergonomics and
functional requirements. The Acclaim has been
designed to give additional lumbar and
kidney support.

Model: AC79A21B1
Acclaim high back, standard loop arms,
polished base.
Seat depth
Seat width
Seat height
Slide seat ﬁtted
Back height (high)
Back height (medium)

500
520
420 - 515
500 - 550
650
565

Fitted with a synchronised mechanism,
which has a 1:2 ratio (for every 1 degree
of seat tilt, the back tilts two degrees).
Synchronised mechanisms are considered
the most advanced as they mimic the
ergonomic movement and posture of the
human form.

All dimensions are approximate (mm).

There are two levers which are rotated upwards
to activate the chair. One adjusts seat height, the other
adjusts seat and backrest angle together, as angles
can not be set independently. Rotating the
backrest locking lever upwards will release
the backrest and seat. Rotate back to
original position (downwards) to lock.
The chair can be locked in any position
or left in the free-ﬂoat mode.

Options
Option codes must be placed in alphabetical order after
chair code.

A14 Standard loop armrests
B1

Polished aluminium base

B5

Flat magnum base

CHR Chrome frame (cantilever only)
SS

RANGE

Slide seat

When left in the free-ﬂoat mode, the chair back and seat
will follow (ﬂoat-with) the user when they lean forward or
backwards in the chair, giving them ergonomic support as
they move.
Available in Executive, ﬁxed height and cantilever. Medium
and high back. Optinal slide seat is also available.

Acclaim medium back,
standard loop arms,
polished base

Description
Acclaim medium back, cantilever
Acclaim medium back
Acclaim medium back, ﬁxed height
Acclaim high back

Acclaim medium back,
cantilever, standard loop arms,
chrome frame

Code
AC644
AC69
AC62
AC79

Sturdy Framac pursue a policy of continuous improvement and reserve the right to introduce modiﬁcation when required and to withdraw models without previous notiﬁcation.

Sturdy Components Pty Limited trading as

Sturdy Framac
Distributed by:

Queensland
Natural Ideas in Chairs ph (07) 3868 1855
e-mail: nic@nichairs.com.au
Western Australia
Davro Interior ph (08) 9387 4888
e-mail: sales@davrointeriors.com.au

N.S.W, Victoria & A.C.T.
Sturdy-Framac ph (02) 9790 3500
A.C.T. ph (02) 6280 6891
e-mail: sales@sturdy.com.au
South Australia
Resource Furniture ph (08) 8234 0032
e-mail: furn@resource.aust.com
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